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The ladies hope it will not be proposed that the girls shall as heretofore be
bound apprentices for their labour. The obedience of a young person in that
situation is little better than the obedience of a slave, and whatever plea, in
some parish instances, may be drawn from necessity, it is generally found to
be a compact really hurtful to the disposition of both parties, and terminates
not infrequently in the ruin of the child so bound. If a charity school merely
keeps a girl a few years, and then places her out apprentice, it exactly does
what the parish would have been obliged to do, and no good whatever results
to the child from the institution.
As compared with the ideas that had governed the foundation of the
early charity schools, this was a revolutionary point of view and the
gentlemen of the committee disagreed. But Mrs Cappe's facts and her
logic were convincing. The children of the school were found to be
* generally diseased both in body and mind, their appearance sickly and
dejected, their ignorance extreme", and according to the new master
and mistress, 'their depravity truly deplorable*. She found the child-
ren's faults * all of that class which are the result of scanty fare and harsh
treatment5, and argued that persons applying for such girls would be in
necessitous circumstances themselves. Investigations showed that these
anticipations were more than justified.
It appeared that some of these poor girls had been seduced by their masters,
that some had run away... (in either of which cases, forlorn and unprotected,
they generally became the victims of prostitution) and that the health of the
others, not good when they left the school, had been completely ruined by
ill-usage	
All these dangers were likely to be even worse for the London work-
house girl, bound till she was twenty-one. Internal reforms were
instituted, and the girls when they left were found places for wages,
instead of being apprenticed for their food and clothing. The plan was
a great success.106 'It is well known,* wrote Mrs Cappe, 'that an
apprentice for labour of either sex, seldom turns out well, whether
bound by the parish or a charity school.*
The fact was notorious. Hogarth makes Tom Nero, in The Four
Stages of Cruelty^ a St Giles in the Fields charity-school boy. In 1800
Mrs Cappe published an account of her experiences in York as a pro-
test against the apprenticeship of poor children* In the next year a
terrible case which had occurred gave her a further opportunity. One

